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darkfriend.social
Decentralized social media powered by Mastodon

ADMINISTERED BY:

hybridhavoc 
@hybridhavoc

CONTACT:

hybridhavoc@darkfriend.social

  About

First of all, welcome

If you're reading this, you are at least considering joining to take part in our small community here.
Our goal is to be a kind and welcoming Mastodon home for fans of the Wheel of Time. Created
during the Twitter Migration, it's a much smaller community than most of the longer-standing
Mastodon communities out there, but the great thing about federated social media is that it does
not have to be centralized.

Federated, what does that mean?

https://joinmastodon.org/
https://darkfriend.social/@hybridhavoc
mailto:hybridhavoc@darkfriend.social
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In case you're asking this question, Mastodon is one of a few platforms that support the fediverse,
the concept of inter-connected social media applications and servers. What this means for us is
that while we may choose to find a home on a relatively small fandom-themed server, we can still
engage with people and posts from the larger servers. It's sort of like email in that way: you don't
have to use Gmail to email someone that uses Gmail; you don't have to use Mastodon.social to
follow, reply, boost, or direct message someone that is there.

So then where are all the people?

Once you have an account, you will be able to see activity that takes place here on this server using
the Local timeline. You can find and engage with anybody local that way.

There is also the Federated timeline, which can be thought of as a friends-of-friends sort of view.
As we engage with people from other servers, those peoples' content will also start surfacing in our
Federated timeline and in Search. If you see something in the Federated timeline, you can also
engage with it there the same way as you would if it were local.

Then there are the other servers. If you really want to branch out, you can often view the public
timelines of some of the larger servers. This allows you to explore the discussions taking place
there, and potentially find new and interesting people to follow and engage with. Sometimes those
servers will require you sign in with a darkfriend.social login, and sometimes they will just give you
a URL for you to enter into search here so that you can engage with the content from your home
server.

Find other servers here

Always feel free to ask

Testing new technologies and new platforms can be a lot of fun. It can also be frustrating and
confusing at times. Please always feel free to ask questions if you're confused about something or
don't know how to do something that you think you should be able to do. For those new to
Mastodon, I put together a short thread demonstrating some of what Mastodon posts look like and
can do. This is not a comprehensive tutorial, and questions are always welcome.

How is this funded?

Right now I'm paying for this server out of my own pocket. That's not a big deal at the moment
because it's a very small server. It costs only a dollar more than the proposed new cost of Twitter
Blue (as of November 5th 2022). With that said, if you want to throw me a donation on PayPal or
Ko-fi I would not reject it.

   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fediverse
https://joinmastodon.org/servers
https://darkfriend.social/web/@hybridhavoc/109249172473651366
https://www.paypal.com/donate/?hosted_button_id=XPJCWHZQSU8GW
https://ko-fi.com/Q5Q4C2R4S
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We will strive to use the #DarkfriendSocial hashtag to communicate on matters of the community.
Long-form updates and additional resources will be posted to
hybridhavoc.com/category/mastodon/.

Wheel of Time chapter icons have been downloaded from
http://wot.wikia.com/wiki/Category:Chapter_art, and are under the same license.

Moderation Practices

Moderation Team

Our moderation team members are:

If you would like to volunteer to join the moderation team, you may submit a moderation volunteer
form. We may not always be looking to expand the moderation team.

Moderation Guide

joyeusenoelle on Github was kind enough to put together a Guide to Mastodon Moderation which
outlines the tools available to Mastodon moderators. This is good reading for anybody that is or
wants to be a moderator of a Mastodon community.

Moderated server obfuscation

In the list(s) of moderated servers, we choose to obfuscate server names when their names
themselves are deemed hateful or objectionable. If you would like to know the full server name for
any of the obfuscated servers below, please contact an admin or moderator.

  Server rules

@hybridhavoc

@redhandbard

@moridin1024

Respect the server. This community is about spreading love and joy within the Wheel of
Time fandom. It is not a place for negativity, judgment, rudeness, arguing, or trolling.

1

Respect each other. Treat everyone with kindness, respect, dignity, and patience. If you
are teasing or joking, make that clear. Use tone indicators
(https://toneindicators.carrd.co/) whenever possible.

2

https://darkfriend.social/web/tags/DarkfriendSocial
https://www.hybridhavoc.com/category/mastodon/
https://www.hybridhavoc.com/category/mastodon
https://github.com/joyeusenoelle
https://github.com/joyeusenoelle/GuideToMastodon/blob/main/Moderation.md
https://darkfriend.social/@hybridhavoc
https://darkfriend.social/@redhandbard
https://darkfriend.social/@moridin1024
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  Moderated servers

darkfriend.social: About · Invite people · Profiles directory · Privacy policy

Mastodon: About · Get the app · Keyboard shortcuts · View source code · v4.0.2

Mastodon is free, open-source software, and a trademark of Mastodon gGmbH.

Zero tolerance for harassments or hate speech. Racism, homophobia, transphobia,
sexism, and any other form of hate speech or harassment will result in a ban, at the
discretion of the moderators.

3

No NSFW content. Respectful thirsting is encouraged, but please do not post or boost
explicit / NSFW / nude / lewd content, including images and links to websites that
contain explicit / NSFW content.

4

Spoilers. Please make use of content warnings to identify spoilers.5

Give credit. When posting art, photos, news or any other material that is not your own,
link to the original source or otherwise give credit. Do not post any links, content or
media that infringe upon copyright. You may see our DMCA policy here:
https://darkfriend.social/privacy-policy

6

No leaked photos or videos. Any Wheel of Time TV show related photos or videos not
official released by Amazon Prime, the cast, or the crew will be deleted. Unofficial news
from respectful sources is allowed.

7

Do not post advertisements or promotions of products or services except those
officially from the Wheel of Time. If you want an exception, please contact the
moderation team. Sharing free-to-access online content related to the Wheel of Time is
allowed.

8

You must be 13 years of age or older to hold an account on Darkfriend Social.9

https://darkfriend.social/about
https://darkfriend.social/invites
https://darkfriend.social/directory
https://darkfriend.social/privacy-policy
https://joinmastodon.org/
https://joinmastodon.org/apps
https://darkfriend.social/keyboard-shortcuts
https://github.com/mastodon/mastodon

